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Video: Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi at the German Parliament. “The vaccination turned out to be the
greatest blessing for the money and world’s elites, for the pharmaceutical industry and
politics.”

By Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, March 27, 2024

Who hasn’t heard about the mysterious sudden cardiac deaths occurring around the world?
They are just the tip of an iceberg. Heart disease caused by vaccinations is on the agenda of
young and old alike.

Genocide as a Strategy for Success

By Dr. Paul Larudee, March 27, 2024

I predict with sadness and disgust that the remaining Palestinian inhabitants of Gaza will be
killed  or  expelled,  mostly  the  former,  despite  all  our  efforts.  The  main  reason  is  that,  Joe
Biden, as recently described by Aaron David Miller, sees no compelling alternative for Israel
that doesn’t include doing grievous harm to Palestinian civilians.

The Most Astounding Feature of the Assange Case, From “Treason” to “Espionage”. Dr. Paul
C. Roberts

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, March 27, 2024

The most extraordinary thing about Julian Assange is that he is being treated as if he were
an American citizen. “Treason” was the original cry, now converted to “espionage.”
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Yugoslavia, 24 March 1999. The New NATO’s Founding War. “The Right of Humanitarian
Interference”

By Manlio Dinucci, March 27, 2024

25 years  ago,  NATO under  US  command demolished  with  war  what  remained  of  the
Yugoslav Federation, the State that hindered its expansion eastwards towards Russia. In the
following twenty years, NATO expanded from 16 to 30 countries and, with the war in Ukraine
that began in 2014, it expanded to 32.

Rule by Criminals: When Dissidents Become Enemies of the State

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, March 27, 2024

When exposing a crime is treated as committing a crime, you are being ruled by criminals.
In the current governmental climate, obeying one’s conscience and speaking truth to the
power of the police state can easily render you an “enemy of the state.”

Distinctions Without Difference: The Security Council on Gaza Passes

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, March 27, 2024

When it comes to the bleeding and crushing of human life in Gaza by the Israeli Defence
Forces (32,300 dead Palestinians and rising), resolutions demanding a cease fire of a conflict
that began with the attack on Israeli soil by Hamas militants have tended to pass into voting
oblivion. 

Geoengineering Is a Weapon of Mass Destruction. Solving the ‘Climate Crisis’ Is Bad for
Business and Worse for Politics

By Peter Koenig, March 27, 2024

The article “Harvard Shuts Geoengineering Project” by Cauf Skiviers, explains Bill Gates,
funder of the project, stopping Harvard from carrying out the study to preserve the climate
narrative. How is this relevant? That Bill Gates calls the shots on what should and should not
go forward is  nothing new. Surprising is  that he was willing to finance such a study in the
first place. Why?
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